Cuypers, have begun to look more carefully at the narrative dynamics of the epic, and in particular at the ways in which Apollonius is often at pains to create the illusion of a traditional oral performance.
Features imported from the world of performance-the hymnic openings to Books 1, 3, and 4, for example, but especially the narrator's frequent interruptions of the narrative, whether to correct some aspect of the tale (e.g., 2.844-50), to implore the gods (e.g., 4.445-51, 1673-75) or defer to the Muses (e.g., 4.552-56, 1381-88) , or even to mollify a potential religious offense caused by his verses (2.708-10, 4.982-92)-may be understood as evidence of an epic poet laboring to re-create the aura of oral performance and the intimacy between performing bard and audience. The occasional abrupt use of second-person addresses to an assumed audience, coupled with the studious use throughout of archaic epic vocabulary, likewise abets the literary construction of an oral performance arena. The fiction of oral performance created by these elements suggests that Apollonius was aware of the oral dimension of Homeric verse and perhaps even foregrounded imitations of it to compensate for the distance that writing was felt to create between poet and audience.
Others have begun to apply ideas about Homeric oral poetics to the Argonautica. Anatole Mori in these pages (2001) Yet for all these recent approaches, Martijn Cuypers has observed (1998) that "there is still much basic, micro-level research of the more laborious sort to be done" on the relationship of the Argonautica to oral traditional poetics. Cuypers, building on the work of Visser, Jahn, and Bakker, undertakes some of this micro-level research by examining Apollonius' exploitation of "peripheral expressions" as a means of understanding his appropriation and modification of the Homeric formular tradition. Marco Fantuzzi has recently furthered our understanding of Apollonius and the oral nature of Homeric verse by investigating the similarities between the "way in which Apollonius conceived the internal formularity of his poem and the probable expectations and 'desires' of his contemporaries [esp. Zenodotus] regarding the 'real' formularity of Homer's text" (2001:177) . This direct focus on the interplay between Apollonius' scholarly work (and that of his contemporaries) and how that work might have affected his own conceptions of epic style-perhaps resulting in, as Cairns (1998) has already argued, an occasional strategy of "reoralization"?-is also enormously promising.
Taken together, the broader, conceptual approaches and the bedrock micro-level research herald a significant new direction in Apollonian scholarship, one that focuses on the myriad intersections between the oral poetics of Apollonius' principal model and Apollonius' own literate strategies of appropriation, imitation, and experimentation.
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